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1. Introduction

In this paper we consider the higher order functional differential equation of

the form

(E) χ(")(ί) + F(ί, x(f), x(0ι(0), , *(0N(0), .., x("-1)(0,-, *(w-υ(0N«)) = 0
and its particular cases

(A) *< >(0 - Σϊ-i pΛ(OΛ(*(ί7Λ(0)) = o,

(B) χ<")(0 + Σff-i Λ(OΛ«Λ(0)) = o,

where the deviating arguments gh(i) are of general type.

It is assumed that the function F(t, w0> > MΛ?> Wo^ * "N""^) satisfies either
the condition

(1) F(t, «0,..., uw, «&»,..., 40,..., MJΓ'Vo > 0

or the condition

(2) F(t, «0,..., «κ, «&'>....., «#>,..., wJΓ'X < 0

in the domain

Ω = {(*, «ίβ)): * e[α, oo), u0ut > 0, 0</<N, 0<^<n-l} .

By a proper solution of equation (E) we mean a function x e C"[[TX, oo), K]
which satisfies (E) for all sufficiently large t and sup{|x(ί)|: ί>T}>0 for any
T>TX. We make the standing hypothesis that equation (E) does possess proper
solutions. A proper solution of (E) is called oscillatory if it has arbitrarily large
zeros; otherwise the solution is called nonoscillatory.

When equation (E) is ordinary (gff(i) = i, 1</<]V), the oscillatory properties

of (E) satisfying (1) are essentially different from those of (E) satisfying (2). In

case (1) holds, the "property A" is typical for equation (E): if n is even, then all

proper solutions are oscillatory, and if n is odd, then every proper solution is either

oscillatory or monotonically tending to zero as ί-*oo. On the other hand, when

(2) holds the "property B" is typical: if n is even, then every solution is either

oscillatory or else tending monotonically to infinity or to zero as f-»oo, and if n


